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Recovered student says Kenyon was unprepared for ‘unusual case’
LINNEA MUMMA
NEWS EDITOR

Questions about the administration’s transparency in its
COVID-19 reporting arose after Kenyon announced its second positive COVID-19 test last
Thursday. Another positive case
was reported today on Kenyon’s
COVID-19 Dashboard, making
the total case count three.
In the College’s announcement last Thursday, Director of
Cox Health and Counseling Center Chris Smith simply called the
case “unusual,” sparking confusion throughout the community.
Smith has since clarified
what made the case so unusual:
A positive test does not necessarily equate to a positive case of
COVID-19. A person who once
tested positive for the virus may
still have dead virus cells in their
body, even if they are no longer contagious. According to the
CDC website, a person who tested positive for COVID-19 can be
around others 10 days after symptoms first appear, and after at least
24 hours without a fever.
“If that virus is present in
someone’s body, then that test
will be positive,” he said. “Now,
just because there’s a virus in a
person’s body, doesn’t mean that
there’s an active case going on.

What that could mean is that that
person is on the tail end of their
illness. And maybe that test is still
picking it up.”
Amid the uncertainty, a student, who wished to remain anonymous due to privacy concerns,
came forward to the Collegian
and said that the positive test was
theirs. On Aug. 23, the day before
their intended return to campus,
one of the student’s parents had
tested positive for the virus. Days
later, on Aug. 28, the student had
tested positive as well. Their return to campus was postponed
because of the positive test result.
“The Health Center thankfully sent an email back the night
[of Aug. 23], saying ‘don’t come
[to campus] tomorrow, but we’ll
talk to you and figure everything
out,’” the student said.
The student had been sent an
official EverlyWell test by the College, but since they had already
been tested locally, the administration informed them that they
did not need to take it. It was
only when they were to return to
campus in September that Kenyon asked them to administer the
EverlyWell test, which came back
positive despite the student no
longer being contagious — which
is why the test result did not show
up on the Dashboard until Sept.
10.

Upon learning of the student’s
positive test result in August, the
Health Center advised the student
to quarantine in their home for 10
days before they could be considered to return to campus. During
this 10-day window, the student
reported that they received little
word from the administration as
to when they would be allowed
to return to campus, or what the
protocols would be. On Sept. 4,
Dean of Students Robin Hart Ruthenbeck provided them with information about their return.
Throughout their quarantine
period at home, the student took
a series of tests and was finally
given permission from more than
one public health official to return
to campus. Despite having the approval of these officials, the College made the decision to quarantine the student upon their arrival
in Gambier on Sept. 5.
“I was cleared by two medical professionals and the Knox
County Health Department —
all referencing CDC guidelines
— but Kenyon’s administration
decided to quarantine me upon
arrival regardless, as a precautionary measure,” they wrote in a
text message to the Collegian.
On Sept. 5, the student arrived
on campus, though it was not the
return they had expected. They
were placed immediately into an

uncleaned house that lacked WiFi, a necessity for remote learning.
Located next to the New Apartments’ parking lot, the building
was not originally listed as one
of the College’s quarantine locations. This made the student feel
as if Kenyon’s quarantine process
was rushed and unplanned.
“The main reason they let me
come back [to Gambier] was because I explained how I was falling behind in my classes, and how
I didn’t have my textbooks,” they
said. “And then they put me in a
house that didn’t have any Wi-Fi.”
Additionally, the student said
that the house was dusty. Because
they suffered from asthma — and
had just recovered from a respiratory illness — the student found
it difficult to breathe inside the
building.
When asked about specific
buildings used for quarantine,
Smith said that the Comfort Inn
had not quite been ready for use
when the student initially arrived,
and so buildings not on the official list were used in the meantime.
“There was a little delay in
opening up the Comfort Inn for
students who may have needed
it,” he said. “Figuring out where to
quarantine students has definitely
been evolving, but we’ve prioritized the Comfort Inn as the spot

that will be available for students
in quarantine or isolation.”
After arriving at the house and
discovering the state it was in, the
student and their parents quickly
contacted Ruthenbeck, who, according to the student, “apologized profusely.”
“Robin was very surprised to
hear that the house was covered
in filth, and said, ‘We’re going to
get someone to get Wi-Fi in the
house,’ and I’m really grateful for
all of her help in my transition
process,” they said. “But it was
just the fact that it didn’t even feel
like [the College] was prepared to
deal with my situation.”
The student was soon relocated
to a North Campus Apartment,
which they said was clean and had
Wi-Fi, and stayed there until Sept.
7. Shortly thereafter, the student
was able to move into their dorm
and attend classes in person. They
have since tested negative for the
virus.
Reflecting on the entire situation, the student felt as though the
College could have shown more
compassion as they navigated
through the rocky process. “I’m
not trying to criticize the school
for being overcautious,” they said.
“I just don’t want the next kid
who goes through the protocol to
feel as helpless and as scared as I
did.”

Athletes found hosting parties, violating COVID-19 restrictions
GRANT HOLT
STAFF WRITER

The weekend after the first week of
classes, several groups of students hosted
private, on-campus parties, which violated
Kenyon’s current health and safety regulations regarding COVID-19, some of which
involved student-athletes.
“There were a few violations in the last
week that, unfortunately, involved groups
of athletes,” Director of Campus Safety
Michael Sweazey said in an email to the
Collegian. “This is particularly disturbing
because Director of Athletics, Fitness and
Recreation Jill McCartney and the coaches
have been very proactive with messaging
to their teams reminding them that violations of the protocols will be responded to
and reported, resulting in disciplinary action.”
The Kenyon Student Conduct Addendum for the 2020-2021 academic year
explicitly limits small gatherings within
residences to no more than one guest per
resident. The Addendum also stipulates
that students currently participating in remote learning are not allowed on campus
without approval from the Dean of Students or a designated individual. Furthermore, all students are required to maintain
social distancing and wear masks when
around other people.
A number of schools nationwide had

coronavirus outbreaks resulting in shutdowns, layoffs and deaths. Among a growing list of schools, Boston University, California State University and the University
of Arizona have all announced layoffs and
furloughs of faculty and staff, according
to The Guardian. An analysis by the New
York Times found 60 coronavirus deaths
connected to college campuses since the
start of the pandemic. Recent reports of
campus parties, however, suggest that not
all students take the virus
— nor the prospect of a
total college shutdown
and the loss of jobs and
life — seriously.
Kenyon announced
on July 15 that all athletic competitions would
be suspended through
the remainder of 2020,
as student-athlete travel and visitors from
other campuses could present a risk of virus exposure. The Department of Athletics is following the NCAA’s guidance on
returning to sports and the goal is to return to competition by the spring semester. Athletes who violate protocol cannot
be benched from competitions as a form
of punishment, limiting sanctions and accountability.
According to Director of Student Rights
and Responsibilities James Jackson, a single student-athlete violating policies would

not result in punishment of the entire
team. The Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities, he said, intends to respond
to all student violations — by athletes and
non-athletes — equally and in accordance
with the guidelines of the Student Handbook and the Conduct Addendum.
These violations are minor deviations
from students’ overall safe behavior on
campus, according to Sweazey, who says
that students have generally abided by
health and safety regulations thus far.
Sweazey noted that —
although Kenyon expects
all students to follow virus
regulations — studentathletes have received
more
communication
from coaches and athletic
faculty about COVID-19
protocols than other students on campus.
McCartney stated that coaches actively
speak to their teams on the seriousness of
adhering to campus protocol. However,
she declined to comment when asked if
any teams had received suspensions this
year, as did Men’s Lacrosse Coach Douglas
Misarti. Men’s Tennis Coach Scott Thielke
stated that he did not know of any parties,
whereas Football Coach James Rosenbury
III claimed that the football team had not
hosted any. Men’s Basketball Coach Daniel
Priest did not respond.

“Our coaches do have control over things.
Coaches set team standards and there are consequences for breaking those standards,” McCartney said. “If students show flagrant disregard for campus policies that can always be
a means of removal from a team. Those standards that are always in play are still in play
now even though there isn’t competition.”
The Kenyon Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee (KSAAC), a group meant to voice
concerns from student-athletes, has encouraged student-athletes to comply with all of the
College’s coronavirus regulations. KSAAC’s
co-presidents, Clare Kelley ’21 and Ian McInturf ’21, declined to comment on alleged athlete
parties, citing their current status off campus.
McCartney said she had suggested that
KSAAC take on some of the responsibility of
promoting virus guidelines among student
athletes.
“I suggested that they are typically the leaders on their teams, but … that this is an opportunity to assume a leadership role on campus,” McCartney said. “They have sent out
some messages as we go into weekends to just
say, ‘Remember, this is the time to do the right
thing and represent as leaders.’”
She noted that although it is difficult to regulate what students-athletes do off the field, it
is essential that coaches remind players of their
responsibilities on campus.
“What [athletes] do outside of practice time
is probably more important than what they do
during their practice time,” McCartney said.
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Ohioans resist
mask order
AMANDA PYNE
NEWS ASSISTANT

An article published in The
Columbus Dispatch on Sept. 15
detailed the parental uproar over
Ohio Department of Health Interim Director Lance Himes’s
state mandate that children wear
masks in schools. Over two dozen parents have entered into a
lawsuit against Himes, arguing
that the mask mandate violates
parental autonomy and Constitutional rights, infringes upon religious beliefs and forces children
to make a political statement.
The Dispatch reported that
parents also expressed concerns
about the long-term psychological damage of wearing masks at
school, as doing so “violates students’ privacy” by stifling “their
personality, identity and public
projection of self.”
Several exemptions from the
mask mandate are offered, namely for students with a disability,
mental health or medical condition that would be exacerbated by
usage of a mask.
“Another exemption allows
students to forgo face coverings if
they conflict with ‘an established
sincerely held religious requirement,’” according to The Dispatch, which has caused debate
over whether or not the school
district has the authority to discern the validity of students’ religious beliefs.
The lawsuit against Himes
comes soon after the resignation
of Ohio’s previous health director, Dr. Amy Acton, who quit
following public harassment and
backlash for pandemic restrictions that were perceived to be
too strict. Dr. Joan Duwve, Acton’s replacement, resigned before officially starting the job due
to worries about Acton’s harassment.
This isn’t the first denunciation of Gov. Mike DeWine’s attempt to curb infection rates of
COVID-19. DeWine and Ohio’s
health department were sued
earlier in the pandemic over other rules and restrictions, such as
in restaurants and gyms. Some of
these legal battles are still pending, while in others, judges have
ruled against the state.
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College Township Fire Department in dire straits
SPENCER HIRSCH
STAFF WRITER

The College Township Fire
Department is in fiscal trouble,
and the leaders of Gambier’s
emergency response station
can only hope for a sustainable
solution.
According to Chief Bill
Smith and Assistant Chief
Ashley Thompson, the Fire
Department’s budgetary reserve has dwindled over the
last couple of years, which has
left the Department’s budget
increasingly stretched when it
comes to payment for personnel. In turn, the workload for
each emergency responder has
intensified.
“If we can’t increase revenue, [with] the part-time staffing that we have, we won’t be
able to staff two people like
we normally do; we’d have to
go ... back to a volunteer basis
aspect,” Smith said. “[Otherwise,] the Township would give
up the Fire Department, potentially, and try to have Mount
Vernon or Eastern Knox County take it over.”

Monetary instability is already proving worrisome for
the Department, and the consequences of a station closure
could be dire.
In addition, some students
devote a great amount of time
to the Department — both for
experience and professional
training — and if the station
closed, or some other department absorbed emergency calls
for Gambier, the student program would most certainly be
over, according to both chiefs.
These problems have been
apparent to the leaders of the
department for some time.
Back in February, the station
organized a “Save Our Station” meeting, and they have
been coming up with plans and
business proposals since, because, as Thompson says, “we
saw it happening.” However,
the pandemic derailed any momentum the station had gathered, and forced them to refocus their strategies in a virtual
setting, according to Department leadership.
A tax increase would pro-

vide just enough funding to
maintain the Department until sustainable solutions can be
discussed between the Village,
the township and Kenyon itself.
On the ballot for the November
election is a new property tax
for owners within the Village
of Gambier and the College
Township, which is situated
within the Village. Properties
owned by the College, being
educational, would be exempt.
However, with many residents
in the area living with fixed incomes as retirees, a new levy
can feel like an undue burden, Smith said. “They feel like
they’re holding the bag, the finances, to fund the department
and Kenyon’s not.”
But Smith and Thompson
made clear that tax increases
are not a permanent solution
for the issue at hand.
“[The property tax] still
doesn’t generate enough money to have paid staffing, to do
all your maintenance requirements for trucks, pumps, all
the annual stuff that has to be
done on the heart monitors and

that type [of] stuff,” Smith explained.
Thompson expressed the
most concern for the Department’s employees. “Our biggest
issue is we have staff members
who get on the ambulance and
risk their lives every single time
that they’re in it, more so than
people who don’t, to save somebody else’s life,” she explained.
“If we can’t even give them a
safe way to do that, we’re tripling their odds [of them not
making it home]. We don’t give
them enough manpower, we
don’t give them the appropriate
equipment, we’re quadrupling
their odds of them [not] making it home.”
Kenyon is aware of the Department’s struggles, and College officials want to come to
a sustainable solution just as
much as both chiefs do. The
next Village Council meeting, open to the public, will be
on Oct. 5, and, according to
Smith, there may potentially be
a meeting between the Village,
the Township and the College
before then.

Protestors confront Mount Vernon City Council
BEN GROSS
STAFF WRITER

On Sept. 14, the
Mount Vernon City
Council convened for its
twice-monthly meeting
over Zoom to discuss a
new hazard mitigation
plan and proposals for
a new human resources director. During the
meeting’s opportunity
for public comment, a
couple of residents criticized the Council for not
being receptive to calls
for police reform.
The first formal topic of discussion by the
Council regarded a new
hazard mitigation plan
proposed by Emergency
Management Director
Mark Maxwell. A hazard
mitigation plan, which
is required in order to
apply for FEMA’s Haz-
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ard Mitigation Grant
Program, analyzes the
greatest risks to a locality and possible ways to
mitigate them. The previous plan’s certification
for Mount Vernon expired in May of this year,
and the Council aims to
approve a new plan by
the end of the month.
The Council then
moved to consider Ordinance No. 2020-31, proposed by Councilmember Samantha Scoles,
which would establish a
human resources director for the city of Mount
Vernon. Currently, human resource duties are
split among different
members of the Mount
Vernon
government.
While Mayor Matthew
Star indicated his support for creation of the
role, he expressed that
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his first staffing priority would be the hiring
of an assistant law director for the city to better
meet the legal counseling needs of the City Engineering Department.
Next, the Council
discussed the possibility
of rezoning a portion of
the city on 1350 Yauger
Road. When the property was initially incorporated into the city, it was
improperly zoned, and
the rezoning ordinance
No. 2020-30 hopes to fix
that mistake.
When the meeting
opened for public comment, two citizens of
Mount Vernon spoke
in opposition to the police brutality that had
ignited mass protests
over the summer after Minneapolis police
killed George Floyd in

late May. They went on
to criticize the Council
for its inaction and failure to respond properly
to concerns regarding
the Mount Vernon Police Department. Like
many across the country, the Department’s
policies regarding use
of force have been under
scrutiny since the Black
Lives Matter movement
gained greater support
nationwide.
The Councilmembers
defended themselves after the residents’ testimony. Several members
complained that much
of the communication
from activists consisted
of formulaic emails that
weren’t specific to police
in Mount Vernon. At one
particularly fraught moment, Councilmember
John Francis offered a

strong defense of police,
praising them for getting
rid of the “dope dealers… and pushers” in his
neighborhood. He then
offered his private cell
phone number to the activists, saying if they had
a problem with police
behavior, they should
call him personally.
Councilmember Tanner Salyers criticized the
Council’s inaction on
police reform.
“We had 700 people
march in the street, demonstrate in the street after George Floyd’s death,
calling for police reform
or at least government
accountability,”
Salyers told the Collegian.
“Mount Vernon City
Council has sat there,
stared it in the face and
blinked aimlessly until it
hopefully goes away.”
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Athletic Center reopens under strict COVID-19 restrictions
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HUIJUN MAO
STAFF WRITER

On Monday, Sept. 7, the Kenyon
Athletic Center’s (KAC) fitness and
recreation area opened for students,
athletes and faculty members.
In order to maintain proper social
distancing guidelines, the KAC’s sports
facilities are operating in a rather complicated way. For one, a new app called
KACfit has been developed to regulate
all activity at the KAC, Justin Newell,
the College’s associate athletic director,
explained. “This app allows us to monitor the capacity of spaces and coordinate the schedules of everyone moving
around the building,” he said.
The traditional free-f lowing entry
and exit is no longer in place. Visitors
are required to schedule their visit in
advance on the KACfit app, although
appointments are not required when
students are taking a course in the
building or visiting a coach. In addition, all KAC visitors must check in at
the front desk by scanning a barcode
produced by the KACfit app. This allows the staff to track everyone who
has entered the facility and to ensure a
minimal risk of exposure to COVID-19.
All sports activities must be conducted
within the altered hours of operation.
In addition to scheduling, the KACfit app is being utilized to replace typical interactions students may have had
while in the Center. The app serves as
a digital platform for a variety of athletic needs, as well as a space for new
updates and messages from the KAC. It
also gives students access to fitness services including workout videos, progress tracking, fitness challenges and
nutrition plans. “There is a whole community for you to be able to explore,”
Newell said in the KAC fall 2020 welcome video.
According to Newell, the KAC is
constantly being cleaned and disinfected in order to ensure the safety of
its visitors. “The fitness center has a
system in place to allow for cleaning of
equipment every 50 minutes and a deep

The Kenyon Athletic Center is using a new app, KACfit, for contact tracing of visitors. | SARA HALEBLIAN
clean in the evening from custodial,”
he said. High-contact points are regularly cleaned with electrostatic sprayers
and locker rooms and bathrooms are
cleaned every two hours.
The KAC has also changed its operational protocols for many pieces of
commonly used equipment. For example, lockers will no longer be available
for overnight use, except for NCAA
athletes, while students and faculty
members are required to clean their
lockers before they leave the Center.

In addition, all the water fountains in
the facility have been closed to minimize the risk of infection. As for sports
equipment, only basketballs will be
provided; equipment for other sports,
such as tennis rackets, must be supplied by visitors.
Currently, fall and spring athletes
have begun practicing at the center. All
training and participation is set up to
strictly follow the NCAA’s health and
safety guidelines.
Though students and faculty mem-

bers may not be able to utilize the KAC
for the same fitness and recreation routines they are used to, its staff are dedicated to making the experience as safe
and enjoyable as possible. The KAC
staff members have worked to ensure
a safe reopening, strictly following the
COVID-19 state and local guidelines.
“Everything is going relatively well,”
Newell said a week after reopening.
“There are always some bumps as we
change the culture and get people used
to a new method of doing things.”

Ombuds Office releases report, announces new programming
GRANT HOLT
STAFF WRITER
BEN GROSS
STAFF WRITER

The College’s Ombuds Office released its annual report
in August. The report, among
other details, offered new
information on the recent development of the Office and its
services.
Opening in the 1980s, the
Ombuds Office was, at first,
for faculty and staff only. Only
recently did Student Council
discuss opening Ombuds services to students as well, which
it did in 2016. Since then, the
Office has gained recognition
as a campus mediator program
for students.
After opening itself up as a
resource to the student body in

2017, the proportion of visits
to the Ombuds Office by students has steadily increased.
In 2019, it reached its highest
yet as 27 percent of visits were
made by students, as compared
to the 2016-2017 school year
where they comprised two percent of all visits.
This year’s report also included new recommendations
for the College on how best
to handle conf lict on campus. The report suggests the
promotion and adoption of
“a collaborative management
style across campus in order to
demonstrate inclusiveness” as
well as the creation of avenues
allowing individual voices to
be better heard.
The Campus Mediator
program — started last year
— trains community members, namely students, to act as

arbitrators in order to mediate
difficult conversations. The
program can provide a neutral
third party to support a conversation between students,
staff or faculty.
Campus Mediator Molly
Dierker ’21 hopes to be an
accessible resource for any
students on campus in need of
support.
“As a student, it’s helpful to
talk to another student. I think
that’ll be really helpful for
people,” Dierker said. “If they
run into any conf licts or they
have any disagreements, they
can come to the Ombuds Office and speak with a mediator
and resolve those conf licts.”
As a mediator, Dierker
guides students through difficult conversations and interpersonal conf licts. She also
helps run the Ombuds Office’s

Kenyon Listens dialogues, a
series of open conversations
that aim to bring people from
a number of different backgrounds together in order to
have conversations on a variety of topics and build relationships. This will be the first
year where student organizations can hold their own “Kenyon Listens” dialogues.
Ombudsperson Carrie Knell
hopes that student groups will
jump at the opportunity, and
that doing so will help everyone in the Kenyon community
to connect and share ideas
with each other.
“Right now there are so
many topics that people want
to talk about and very important ones,” Knell said. “I think
it’s difficult to pick just one for
all of us to be talking about.”
Another Ombuds program,

Lunch and Learn, teaches
relationship and management
skills. This semester, Lunch
and Learn discussions will
focus on understanding other
perspectives. The events will
be hosted online, and will be
accessible by all students and
faculty members.
The pandemic hasn’t
stopped the Ombuds Office
from providing services. Knell
is still able to support conversations and deliver presentations to the Kenyon community online. She hopes students
and faculty will take advantage of Ombuds’ resources.
“I want people to know that
the Ombuds service exists and
that it’s open to anyone.” Knell
said. “If anyone has a question
as to whether it’s something I
could help with, they can always reach out and ask.”

4
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Kenyon professors take part in nationwide #ScholarStrike
BEN BRUMLEY
STAFF WRITERS

GRACE GOLDSTEIN
STAFF WRITERS

On Sept. 8 and 9, a number of
Kenyon professors joined the racial justice strikes and teach-ins
happening on college campuses
throughout the nation as part of
the #ScholarStrike.
The national teach-ins were
inspired by University of Pennsylvania Professor of Religious
Studies and Africana Studies
Anthea Butler, who tweeted that
she was “down as a professor to
follow the NBA and strike for a
few days to protest police violence
in America.” The WNBA and
NBA players’ strikes, prompted
by the shooting of Jacob Blake,
a Kenosha, Wis. resident who
was shot seven times by police,
moved professors and academics
to organize on their own campuses and teaching spaces.
On the eve of the teach-ins,
Kenyon’s own Associate Professor of English Jené Schoenfeld,
chair of the English Department,
sent out an invitation to the stu-

dent body. In the email, she explained how the movement originated with Butler.
“I learned about it on the second [of September] from my colleague [Assistant] Professor [of
English Orchid] Tierney and decided to cancel the English Department meeting,” Schoenfeld
said. “I wanted to participate in
the event and I thought perhaps
there would be others who were
unaware and would want to participate, so I emailed the faculty
as a whole.”
After that, Schoenfeld began
preparation for the events. Professors canceled their classes and
offered teach-ins: an alternative
to standard classes which prioritize student dialogue. with the
goal of creating spaces for dialogue about racial issues on campus.
Professor Schoenfeld consulted Professor Mason, the Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion and Vice President
Meredith Bonham because she
planned to invite students to be
involved and wanted to check

with them about how best to do
that. It was primarily a call to
faculty and an invitation to students.
Many departments participated in the teach-ins, but all
stayed true to the common goal
of emphasizing Black voices and
experiences, and encouraging
dialogue around police brutality. Professors who weren’t in a
position to cancel classes found
creative ways to participate and
instead guided their students towards other teach-ins.
Sunset Press, Kenyon’s first
student-run publishing press,
also joined the nationwide days
of protest and learning. On Sept.
8, Sunset hosted “IN SOLIDARITY,” a virtual read-in celebrating Black literature. Kenyon faculty, alumni and current students
gathered to read pieces by Terrance Hayes, Saeed Jones, Jerald
Walker and Camille Dungy, as
well as their own pieces.
Professor of Sociology and
Legal Studies Jack Jin Gary Lee
hosted a teach-in discussing the
opening pages of The Souls of

Black Folk by W.E.B. Du Bois,
emphasizing the writer’s reflections on race and exclusion.
“One thing that has always
stuck with me in regard to the
book was a conversation I had
at Oberlin [College] with a Black
student,” Lee said. “Du Bois gave
him words to finally articulate a
feeling that he felt before: that of
seeing oneself through the eyes
of others — of double consciousness.”
The conversation dealt with
a number of issues, from students expressing their frustration about their friends being
attacked during protests to the
impact of high-profile events on
the amount of activism in the
United States. While Du Bois’
book was a point of departure for
the discussion, it was dominated
by accounts of the students’ personal experiences.
“I think the focus [of the
teach-ins] should be on self-discovery, on conversation and on
a reckoning with regularly troublesome issues,” Lee said. “I hope
that other events like these will

continue this conversation for a
longer time and bring in students
and perspectives to address the
question of how Kenyon wishes
to deal with larger problems of
social injustice in U.S. society.”
Schoenfeld, who was also active in organizing last year’s climate strikes on campus, emphasized how these events bring a
unique type of discourse to campus.
“I’m always interested in Kenyon students becoming more
aware and more deeply critical
thinkers around issues of racial
justice and injustice,” Schoenfeld said. “I think that Kenyon
students tend to be pretty sympathetic towards issues of diversity,
equity and inclusion, but may not
always know about some of the
histories involved or even some
of the current issues. And so one
of my hopes [with the teach-ins]
is that students would have the
opportunity to learn more and
to be galvanized to become more
involved.”

City Council decides against meeting with MVN’s new owner
EVEY WEISBLAT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Mount Vernon City Council will
not meet with new owner of the Mount
Vernon News (MVN), Locality Labs
CEO Brian Timpone. A proponent of
cheap, computer-written news, otherwise known as “pink slime” journalism,
Timpone represents Metric Media LCC,
which bought the local paper from longtime owner Kay Culbertson on Aug. 1,
2020. The MVN is the first print paper
to be acquired by Metric Media.
According to Councilmember Tanner Salyers, who reached out to Metric
Media soon after the purchase, Timpone had been willing to speak to the
Council in a private or public setting,
including at a committee meeting or
town hall. Salyers requested that this
meeting take place on this past Monday,
Sept. 14.
Timpone responded to Salyers several days later, saying he was not interested in speaking with the Council at
a public committee meeting. However,
after reading the Sept. 3 Collegian article, which he claimed “inadequately
portrayed” him, Timpone suddenly
“changed his tune” about his interest in
speaking to the Council, Salyers said.
Councilmember Samantha Scoles, a
former managing editor for the MVN,
responded to Salyers’ request two days
later on Sept. 10, stating that she would
not add a committee meeting with Timpone for the agenda of the upcoming
Council meeting.
“If Mr. Timpone would like to organize some kind of public forum or
Zoom meeting where he addresses the
community and his customers. I’m
more than willing to help facilitate and
promote that in any way that I can,”
she wrote in an email to the Council on
Sept. 10. “However, I am unwilling to
invite him to Council where he is grilled
and scrutinized because I DO NOT believe this is council business.”

Scoles cited three central reasons for
her decision, including that a government should not be “questioning the
intentions of a media outlet,” that the
company had invested $1 million in
their downtown property — a type of
investment they don’t want to deter —
and that it is “not the approach when
any new business comes to town, nor it
is our approach when a business changes hands.” Both Scoles and Salyers also
noted that few other Council members
were in favor of Salyers’ initiative.
Salyers said Scoles’ decision both disappointed and surprised him.
“My assumption ... was that the one
regular print publication in Mount Vernon being bought up and essentially
gutted like a fish by an outside media
conglomerate would be worth a 10-minute conversation by the elected representatives of the people of Mount Vernon,” Salyers said. “But silly me.”
Since Metric Media purchased the
local paper in early August, Mount
Vernon residents have expressed worries about the sudden change in ownership. One major concern is the change
in print frequency: The paper’s print
edition, previously published six days
a week, is now only being published on
Wednesdays and Saturdays.
“Not everybody in town has easy access to the internet,” Councilmember
Julia Warga told the Collegian after the
news first broke. “The loss of [the print
edition] can be devastating to some people because this may be their only way
to get the news of the town.”
Metric Media has also decided to
outsource most of its staff, and few seasoned reporters have kept their jobs
since the paper changed hands.
To many, Timpone’s reputation, is
also a cause for concern. The media tycoon has been embroiled in a variety of
scandals over the years. Among these
was a 2004 scandal in which the Chicago Tribune suspended its contract with

Mount Vernon News on East Vine Street. | VIA GOOGLE MAPS
Timpone’s now-defunct company Journatic, after it discovered that the media
company was plagiarizing and using
false bylines and quotations in stories.
Metric Media itself is responsible for
over 1,200 local news sites, for which
90 percent of stories are generated by
artificial intelligence; many also have
a conservative slant and are “designed
to promote partisan talking points and
collect user data,” according to a recent
article in the Columbia Journalism Review.
Scoles stated that, although she is
aware that the “the vast majority of loyal
readers of the Mount Vernon News are
unhappy with the swift changes that
took place,” she believes that a conversation between the Council and Timpone
would quickly grow confrontational.
“[W]e must be a business friendly
community if we want to grow and prosper financially,” she wrote in an email to
the Collegian. “Inviting business owners
to a City Council meeting to be grilled
about their business practices is, in my
opinion and several other members of
council, not the business of council.”
However, Salyers did not see how an
informal conversation with Timpone
could be equated to an interrogation
of any kind, and he said that, although

he respects his fellow Council members
deeply, this was an issue on which he felt
he could not stay silent.
“I wasn’t asking for much,” Salyers
said. “I didn’t want to bring [Timpone]
in and rake him over the coals by any
means, but people were concerned.”
Salyers then noted that he sees this
as a lost opportunity for Timpone as
well, who will not be able to introduce
himself but instead will become “that
guy that owns the paper that none of
us know.” He reiterated that, due to the
public’s concern for the matter, he did
not see how meeting with Timpone was
outside the Council’s jurisdiction. He
indicated this in an email addressed to
Councilmember Mike Hillier.
“We have no control over the way
they do business, but to suggest that it
is no business of council, the elected
representatives of the people, that when
the only local print newspaper changes
hands and gets stripped of local reporters, local control, local printing, and
most importantly down to two issues a
week, that’s absolutely absurd,” Salyers
wrote. “This IS council business.”
Mount Vernon Council meetings
take place over Zoom Mondays at 7:30
p.m.. A link to the Council’s weekly
meetings can be found on their website.
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Amid pandemic, several students make the choice to defer
EMILY YOURMAN
STAFF WRITER
BRYN SELTZER
STAFF WRITER

After news broke that upperclass students would be learning
remotely this fall, many chose to
defer their Kenyon education for
a semester. They have used this
time to take advantage of learning outside the classroom by
taking up jobs and internships,
and remaining active members of the Kenyon community
through student organizations
and research.
Unwilling to lose the inperson aspect of her education,
Mathilde Van Doosselaere ’22
decided to defer for the fall
semester. “I’m at a place in my
Kenyon journey where I want
to spend time there ... You go
to Kenyon to have an in-person
education. It’s so small and intimate,” she said.
Now she is working remotely
for the Democratic Party of

Wisconsin while spending her
deferred semester in New York
City, where she has been able to
see many of her college friends.
“We kind of have our makeshift
‘Kenyon time’ right now,” she
said.
Van Doosseleare has found
other ways to remain an active
part of the Kenyon community:
She is currently doing research
with a psychology professor,
mentoring for Kenyon’s Beer
and Sex program and staying
involved with the rugby team.
Like Van Doosselaere, Brennan Doyle ’21 opted to defer following the announcement that
classes would be online. He is
currently taking the semester off
to work for Our Future Action
Fund, where he calls constituents
and encourages them to vote in
the upcoming presidential election. Although he is not officially
enrolled this semester, he has
stayed connected to the community: Doyle is living with three
Kenyon classmates in Maine and
doing research for Associate Professor of Drama Anton Dudley.

For Doyle, nothing compares
to the on-campus experience.
“I just don’t really think I can
wait a full year to have a college
experience again,” he said. Intending to major in both English
and drama, he also noted that if
in-person classes don’t resume in
February, he might have to drop
the latter.
Maggie Bradley ’21 decided
to take the fall semester off and
graduate in seven semesters. The
process involved filling out a
form and then getting approval
from the administration, which
proved to be stressful. Despite
applying as soon as the form was
made available, Bradley did not
receive a decision regarding her
petition until a few days before
bills were sent out for the fall semester. The slow response led her
to contact the Office of Student
Accounts to ensure she would
not be billed. “It made me feel
like the College was not being
very receptive to me wanting to
take time off and they were just
after my money,” Bradley said.
Noah Donoghue ’21 also

petitioned to graduate in seven
semesters, but found the process
relatively stress-free — his forms
took about a week to process.
The choice to graduate a semester early means he is unable
to do a yearlong independent
project for honors in economics,
which he had planned on completing while at Kenyon.
However, deferring a semester
opened up a new opportunity for
Donoghue by allowing him to
work for Costar Group, a real estate tech company. “I feel pretty
lucky right now,” he said.“I feel
like I’m in a very good place,
potentially going to amount to a
job after college.”
Donoghue is also living
with a Kenyon classmate and
notes that he talks to his college
friends every day.
Katie Stapenhorst ’22 felt that
she could only have the same
opportunities if she deferred for
the semester. Majoring in both
dance and international studies,
Stapenhorst doesn’t have much
leeway in her course schedule.
She turned to her professors for

guidance, which put everything
in perspective.
“For me, the worst that can
happen is we don’t go back at all
this year, we don’t get that oncampus experience,” Stapenhorst
said. “I don’t want to go out into
the professional dance world
without being able to perform at
least one more time at Kenyon.”
A highlight from her current time off is her ability to take
remote dance classes from seasoned professionals around the
world. “I’m seeing people that I
recognize from Broadway shows
doing stuff. I’m seeing people
from around the world; they’re
doing them in Sydney and the
U.S. and Europe and Russia —
literally everywhere,” she said.
Those who chose to defer may
not be attending Kenyon classes,
but these students have certainly
continued their educational pursuits in the outside world. They
plan on returning to the Hill
in the spring with real-world
experiences under their belts and
a newfound appreciation for the
on-campus community.

The transformative history of the Kokosing Gap Trail
WILLIAM GERHARDINGER
STAFF WRITER

What should a Kenyon student with a
desire to go to Cleveland but neither a car
nor money do? In Kenyon College, Its First
Century, George Smythe recorded past
students’ solution to this query. “The railway fare between Gambier and Cleveland
is high … there have always been students
that were unable to pay it,” Smythe says,
and for them, “the midnight throughfreight has often provided a perilous passage.” Despite the danger in train hopping, Smythe says, “many an impecunious
or adventurous student has beat his way
to Cleveland on it, sometimes bestowing
upon the trainman a small gift of cigars,
or other commodities, to compensate for
his defective eyesight.”
No such train runs out of Gambier
today. However, there is still a way to
frugally travel to Cleveland: the Ohio to
Erie Bike Trail, which connects Cleveland
to Cincinnati and passes right through
Gambier. The Kokosing Gap Trail, built
over the tracks which once ran through
Gambier, is one of the many bike routes
stitched together that constitute the path
and make it possible for an “impecunious or adventurous student” to travel to
Cleveland. The story of the Gap Trail and
Gambier’s railway offers both a fascinating look into the development of American infrastructure as well as a slice of
unique local history.
In the fall of 1866, before there was
even a proper road to Mount Vernon, the
first train rumbled into Gambier on new
tracks. Around the same time, the First
Transcontinental Railroad was being
constructed. It is now as much a symbol
of new technology conveniently connecting the continent as it is a reminder of the
heights of American railroads.
This success would not last forever,
however. The decline of trains in America
started with passenger trains. Since they
were a fraction as profitable as freight
lines even at their most popular, there’s
little wonder why even the first train

Once home to thundering locomotives, the Gap Trail now welcomes bikers, runners and more. | OCEAN WEI
that ran through Gambier “was a freight
train … carrying a single passenger car.”
Given that railroad companies hiked passenger ticket prices to ensure profits, it
makes sense why a rail fare from Gambier to Cleveland would be so high as to
prompt train hopping. Although it may
seem unlikely, Smythe is not exaggerating
Kenyon’s freight hopping history. In 1912,
the Collegian published an article about
the practice, calling it “one of Kenyon’s
unique traditions, and one which it is difficult to fulfill.” Automobiles soon drove
most passenger trains into obscurity and
they even started to compete with freight
lines.
Issues for railroads emerged when the
freight industry started to shift toward
trucking in the ’50s. Dwight D. Eisenhow-

er’s Federal Aid Highway Act — which
introduced a high-speed, multi-lane,
government-maintained highway system — allowed trucking to prosper and
cut into more of the freight business. As
the rail industry waned, many competing
railroads merged and trimmed the fat off
of their lines. Gradually trains passed by
less and less frequently and tracks became
overgrown. Sometime in the late ’70s or
early ’80s, the last locomotive thundered
through Gambier.
Phil Samuell, a Gambier resident, saw
an opportunity in the abandoned railway: It could be adapted into a park trail.
Gathering volunteers to help develop and
maintain the trail, Samuell helped form
the Kokosing Gap Trail Organization.
The project was completed in 1994 after

the rails were uprooted and the path was
paved. Walking or biking along it today,
there’s no doubt that the adaptation of the
neglected railway is an asset to the community.
This evolution of the Gambier railway
into the Kokosing Gap Trail was also a
part of a broader shift across the country. In recent years, the Rails to Trails
organization, a national group which
transforms rails to trails, as advertised,
has been working on the “Great American
Rail-Trail,” which aims to allow the overly
passionate biker to pedal across the entire
country, coast to coast, safely. The Kokosing Gap Trail is one small part of this
extensive bike route. Despite the efforts of
this project, train hopping might still be a
more enjoyable way to cross the country.
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Working groups ease transition as fall semester begins

The Campus Move-in subcommittee ensured a safe and responsible move-in while maintaining social distancing standards. | SARA HALEBLIAN
ARIELLA KISSIN
FEATURES EDITOR
THERESA CARR
STAFF WRITER

With in-person classes resuming for the
fall semester, members of the Kenyon community have been collaborating all summer to
mitigate the issues — big and small — brought
about by COVID-19.
Joseph Klesner, senior advisor to the president, was asked by President Sean Decatur to
establish working groups in order to design a
safe reopening plan and, according to Klesner,
“develop answers to specific questions that the
COVID-19 pandemic has posed to the College.”
Each working group forms a list of policy
recommendations that senior staff will ultimately accept or refuse. “To my knowledge,
[senior staff] took basically every recommendation,” Bradley Berklich ’22, a member of the
Social Gatherings Group, noted.
Currently, 14 working groups and 15 subcommittees have been established to address
the challenges posed by COVID-19. Composed of students, faculty and administrators,
their scope extends to various corners of Kenyon’s community. Some working groups concentrate on adapting the logistics of campus
life, while others focus on devising a safe dining agenda. One group, for instance, assesses
how the College can support its employees
who, because of COVID-19, must now manage child and elder care in addition to their
regular responsibilities.
Director of First-Year Experiences and Student Success Lacey Filkins, chair of the Campus Move-in subcommittee and member of
the Programming Throughout the Year working group, explained that critical thinking was
crucial to their plans.
“Both [Move-in and Programming
Throughout the Year] groups started by asking
the question ‘what makes Kenyon, Kenyon?’
Filkins wrote in an email to the Collegian.
“Then, how do we recreate that in a socially
distanced and/or virtual way? ... The biggest
challenge for both groups has certainly been
thinking creatively so as to maintain the integrity of the Kenyon experience,” she added.
Filkins stressed the importance of students,
faculty and staff to experience that “Kenyon

feeling” of community despite the obstacles
posed by COVID-19.
The Campus Move-in subcommittee coordinated a safe move-in system that satisfies
state and local social distancing guidelines; an
oversight in this phase could have made an inperson semester impossible to complete safely.
As a member of three working groups,
Delaney Gallagher ’23 attended a meeting almost every weekday during the summer. “Every single aspect that you could possibly think
of that went into student life and how college
works had to be reevaluated and there were
people dedicated to talking about it,” Gallagher explained.
Students experienced the results of the
Public Health and Campus Move-in working
groups from the moment they arrived on the
Hill at the beginning of the fall semester. Upon
arrival, every student went to the Kenyon Athletic Center to self-administer a COVID-19
test with Everlywell Labs. Director of the Cox
Health and Counseling Center Chris Smith,
who chairs the Public Health working group,
was finding some comfort in life’s uncertain
moments responsible for researching which
COVID-19 testing options would be best for
students, faculty and staff. A subcommittee
also formed from the initial Public Health
working group with a specific focus in wastewater testing, which allows administrators
to determine if COVID-19 is present within
the community. Smith dubs this a “novel approach” to other colleges’ testing techniques.
Smith also serves on the Communications working group. Its various subcommittees strive to inform students and staff of
public health measures through social media
and foster a healthy culture that prioritizes
community safety. While interacting with his
colleagues, Smith has noticed an “underlying spirit of collaboration,” which he believes
reflects the campus-wide ethos. “We all have
collectively lifted a very heavy weight of trying to operate a college in the middle of a pandemic,” he said.
Student members reported that their contributions to committee discussions were
valued. Biochemistry major Ryan Nader ’21
is a member of the Research Re-engagement
working group, which has set protocols for
reopening laboratories and other means of
re-engaging research. Nader works alongside
faculty and administrators to ensure that on-

Students were tested upon arrival. | LAUREN TERESI
campus science labs are safe and accessible
while following COVID-19 guidelines.
The Research Re-engagement working
group made an extensive Google Sheet that
details guidelines for every single lab on campus. The sheet includes information such as
how many square feet the lab is, how many
people can be accommodated at one time and
which disinfection protocols the lab requires
after use. The group also devised a Google
Calendar where students and faculty inform
one another when they will use the labs and
for how long in-between, the spaces can be
cleaned.
“Obviously it’s not going to be perfect,”
Nader said. When more than one student uses
the lab, it is likely that they will need to use
similar equipment simultaneously. Despite
this, Nader remained optimistic about the
process. “We talk about it, we brainstorm, and
we find different ideas that work,” he said.
It would be easy for many aspects of college life to become impersonal during the pandemic, so to the extent that they can, working
groups have spent time ensuring the adjustments to students’ routines more comfortable.
Some faculty and staff from the Communi-

cations group spent an hour touring the Science Quad and other academic buildings on
South Campus to review signage inconsistencies across the buildings. Gallagher also spent
an afternoon this summer asking fellow students about the furniture they would prefer in
a study space via Instagram direct messages.
This work, while less overt than matters of
public health, has eased the semester’s transition.
So far, the working groups have achieved a
successful move-in, COVID-19 testing agendas, dining protocols and research lab procedures, among other accomplishments. Administrators and student representatives have
been resourceful in overcoming the difficulties of navigating a semester during a global
pandemic, but they both acknowledge that
their work is not over.
“It has been and certainly will continue to
be an evolving process as safety guidelines and
recommendations continue to evolve,” Filkins
wrote. “While certainly a challenge, the positives have been the way the entire campus
community has rallied and worked together
to think creatively — and that, in my mind, is
what makes Kenyon, Kenyon!”
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Outdoor learning presents safe alternative during pandemic
CASSADY NEVISKA
STAFF WRITER
OCEAN WEI
STAFF WRITER

With the need for safe in-person
learning environments as classes resume,
Kenyon made an unprecedented decision:
to implement outdoor learning spaces
for use as classrooms during the 2020-21
academic year. This decision came from
the desire to protect Kenyon’s faculty,
staff and students while still providing inperson courses.
The Classroom Spaces committee,
a working group that decided upon the
spaces to utilize for classrooms this fall,
created this plan. Professors were given
the option to teach outdoors or stay in a
traditional classroom setting. The outdoor
classroom spaces are constructed from
large white tents, four in total, located by
the north basketball courts and Science
Quad.
Professor of Biology Joan Slonczewski
communicated with the administration
that they wanted to teach their classes
outdoors, emphasizing that outdoor
learning provides many new opportunities and aids students’ concentration
rather than disrupting it.
Slonczewski enjoys having a teaching
environment surrounded by nature and
encourages students to combine their lectures with real-world experiences in the
environment around them. They note that
the outdoor spaces allow for the opportunity to bring animals into the classroom
that are not typically allowed in a “normal” learning environment. Slonczewski
mentioned that they were able to bring
in a tortoise to their class recently, which
would be more difficult in the traditional
class space. In this same manner, students
are more likely to bring their emotional

Professor of Biology Joan Slonczewski has embraced the opportunity to teach outdoors. | OCEAN WEI
support animals to classes.
Slonczewski expressed gratitude for
the Library and Information Services
(LBIS) team that has provided the necessary technical support for outside classes.
“It’s a challenge for the College to maintain equipment and take down the equipment every day [for security reasons],”
they noted.
Tim Neviska, events and classroom
technology specialist at Kenyon, notes
that the implementation of the outdoor
learning spaces has provided challenges for the user services team in LBIS.
“[The] biggest hurdle was overcoming
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How many Super Bowls have
both the New England Patriots
and the Pittsburgh Steelers each
won?
Film professor Jonathan Tazewell wrote
and directed the film, Gotta Get Down to
It, which was filmed on Kenyon’s campus
in 2018. In what year was it released?
To what taxonomic family do
humans and other great apes
belong?
How many regulation squash courts
does the KAC have?
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the amount of ambient light present in
an outdoor environment, which required
very high-brightness projectors,” he said.
Emily Rogers ’24, a first-year student from Columbus, Ohio, is currently
enrolled in a political science class that
meets in a tent near the basketball courts.
Rogers noted that she and her classmates face distinct challenges related to
outdoor learning. They must use music
stands rather than tables, which often
leads to papers being blown off and makes
note-taking more difficult. The outdoor
spaces also bring faculty and students into
contact with all types of weather condi-

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

9

7

tions; Ohio weather can be unpredictable,
with large temperature fluctuations and
chances for storms or even snow. Students
will still attend classes remotely during
extreme weather when the outdoor spaces
are shut down, which occurred during the
tornado warnings that closed down the
tent spaces on Sept. 7.
At the end of the day, Slonczewski feels
that the advantages of teaching outdoors
outweigh the inconveniences. As the Department of Biology’s expert on viruses,
they note that, during the current pandemic, teaching in an outdoor setting is
simply “the safest way to teach.”

Sophomore Class Total:

5

First-Year Class Total:

4

Answer

Jess Karan ’21

Nyandeng Juag ’22

Rory Rubin ’23

Thea Vrentas ’24

Six

Six

Six

Six

Six

2019

2019

2021

2019

2019

Hominids

Hominids

Primates

Mammals

Mammals

Eight

Eight

Eight

Two

Eight

Weekly Scores

4

2

2

3
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Long Dog Art Collective brings color and community to campus
ANNIE STEUART
STAFF WRITER

“Wanna spray paint? Anything you want, any thing in
the world!”
This is what Long Dog Art
Collective Co-head Jennifer
Jantzen ’23 and Social Media
Manager Zoe Ellen ’23 called
out to passersby Saturday on
the Gund Gallery lawn. The
group was holding a graffiti art event, where students
could spray paint and meet
the members of Long Dog.
Although some students
declined, citing homework
or other engagements, many
others, like Grateful Beckers
’24, stepped up to the canvas, which was covered with
ghosts, tic-tac-toe boards and
various dogs, to contribute

their own artwork.
“We saw that we could
spray paint stuff, and we were
like, ‘That’s a fun Saturday!’”
Beckers said, after adding finishing touches to a green caterpillar with yellow stripes.
According to Jantzen, the
group is still navigating the
challenges associated with
the pandemic. One reason to
host a graffiti event was that
it could be held outside. “Also,
spray painting is an art activity that you’ve got to wear
masks to do any way,” she said.
Jantzen and Ellen were not
sure where they would be allowed to display the graffiti on campus, but said they
would post photos of the canvases on their website. The
group started the website last
spring, when the pandemic

upended their plans to hold
their annual art festival, to
enable students to submit and
browse artwork virtually. The
website features various exhibits such as “Pics n’ Paintings” and “The COVID Zone,”
where students’ creations
are displayed much like they
might be in a gallery or art
museum.
The Long Dog Art Collective was founded by Shara
Morgan ’20. She wanted to foster creative expression among
students who would not necessarily consider themselves artistic, since there were already
venues on campus showcasing
more refined work, Ellen said.
“There’s a natural instinct
not to show your art if you
think [it’s bad], but that’s why
I feel like Long Dog is impor-

tant,” Ellen said. “It’s about
giving students the freedom
to express themselves without the expectation of being
judged.”
Not everyone in Long Dog
is formally involved in the
arts at Kenyon, Jantzen said.
Morgan, the founder, was a
philosophy major. As for the
other current co-heads, she
said, Chris Goodall ’22 is a
“science dude” and Rachel
Billings ’22 is an English major. She said this made Long
Dog seem “like a very welcoming place” to her.
In that same welcoming
spirit, Long Dog wanted to
host the graffiti art event to
engage the Kenyon community. “This is a really, really
fun activity because it’s inherently collaborative,” Jantzen

said.“It’s really great to see all
the art [pieces] interact with
each other.”
Apart from their event in
the spring, last semester Long
Dog also produced Winter
Zine, a compilation of student
paintings and pictures, photos of students’ sculptures and
writing that was distributed
to the community in January.
Long Dog may create another zine this year, or they
could do something entirely
different. “It’s still a blossoming club,” Jantzen said.
In the upcoming weeks,
Long Dog is planning more
safe outdoor art events, and
is considering doing art swaps
through a pen-pal system via
post with upperclassmen to
foster a sense of community
among students.

Community members gather to take part in Long Dog graffiti event. The decorative canvas will be hung on the West Quad construction wall. | LAUREN TERESI

Patti Harrison talks queerness in comedy on panel
SYDNEY FALLON
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Sept. 7, Kenyon
students logged onto Z oom for a
Q& A session w it h comed ia n Patt i Ha rrison, moderated by comic
w riter Guy Bra nu m. The Q& A was
centered a rou nd Bra nu m a nd Ha rrison’s ex periences as queer comics.
Bra nu m worked as a w riter, actor a nd producer on Mindy Ka ling’s
sitcom T he Mindy Project. Ha rrison, on t he ot her ha nd, is k now n
for her appea ra nces in t he Net f li x
show I T hink You Should Leave a nd
Hu lu sitcom Shr ill. She a lso d iscussed work ing on t he podcasts A
Woman’s Smile w it h f riend Lorelei
Ra mirez a nd Disea se Sleuth during t he COV ID-19 pa ndemic. Ha rrison a lso d iscussed her ex periences w rit ing a mong comic f riends

a nd contempora ries for t he Net f li x
adu lt a nimated series Big Mouth.
The event bega n w it h a n opening
sta nd-up rout ine f rom Two Drin k
Minimu m club member Cat herine
Jones ’22 , where she told a necdotes
about get t ing her blood d raw n or
f ig ht ing w it h her fa mi ly on Z oom.
Ha rrison d iscussed how she developed her ow n, d ist inct voice
of slig ht ly absurd, rau nchy hu mor
whi le a lso combat ing t he ex pectat ions placed on her as a t ra ns woma n of color in comedy. In response
to being cast in tokenizing roles,
Ha rrison sa id t hat she has lea rned
to choose roles t hat ser ve her ow n
“cr ude st yle” a nd do not place her
in a box.
Bra nu m a nd Ha rrison connected
over t heir sha red “ journey in accept ing queerness” a nd how t hat
journey va ries f rom comic to comic,

especia l ly depend ing on t he spaces t hey occupy. W hen asked about
her ea rly days in comedy, Ha rrison
ta l ked about get t ing sta r ted in New
York Cit y a nd f ind ing sa fe spaces
in which to per form. She recou nted
her f irst show, where she per formed
w it h f riends for a n aud ience. “ There
was no one watching t he show who
wasn’t involved [in t he product ion]
somehow,” she sa id.
Bra nu m a lso asked Ha rrison
about how she conf ronts her upbring ing in a conser vat ive, predominately white Ohio tow n in
her sta nd-up. Ha rrison sa id t hat
she has lea rned to be ver y ca ref u l
about t he aud iences w it h which she
d iscusses her hometow n, as t hose
coming f rom d if ferent spaces may
use her work as a n oppor tu nit y to
mock a place t hey don’t u ndersta nd
instead of laug hing at t he absurd i-

t y of her ex periences. “ The place
where I’m f rom isn’t t he place t hey
t hin k I’m ta l k ing about,” she sa id.
Bra nu m ident if ied w it h Ha rrison’s comments a nd sha red his ow n
ex periences g row ing up in a low-income fa mi ly in a sma l l tow n in Ca lifornia. “I’ve had k ids whose pa rents a re law yers come up a nd tel l
me I ca n’t ma ke jokes about t his
a nd [t hey don’t rea lize] I actua l ly
g rew up poor.”
“ The show absolutely f lew by. I
was hav ing so much f u n ta l k ing to
Guy [Bra nu m], a nd t he quest ions
prepa red for us were rea l ly engaging lau nching points.” Ha rrison
told t he Collegian. “It was a blast
ta l k ing [w it h Guy]. I’m t ha n k f u l to
t he students a nd sta f f t hat broug ht
t his whole t hing toget her. Hopef u l ly I ca n see ever yone in person
when we’re out of t he pa ndemic!”
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Poets Thompson ’21 and Moreta ’22 honored in The Adroit Journal
SOFIA WILSON
STAFF WRITER

This August Kenyon students
Tariq Thompson ’21 and Edward
Moreta Jr. ’22 celebrated their
poetry publications in the Adroit
Journal. Thompson and Moreta are
best friends and writing partners.
Thompson won the 2020 Adroit
Prize for poetry, and Moreta was a
finalist for the same award.
The Adroit Journal is a literary magazine known for supporting
young and emerging artists. Thompson and Moreta will join well-known
writers such as Terrance Hayes,
Franny Choi and Ocean Vuong.
Thompson published two sonnets
in the Journal: “ON THEIR BIRTHDAY, SUGE KNIGHT & MY DADDY
DISCUSS FORGIVENESS” and “ON
OUR BIRTHDAY, MALCOLM X & I
DISCUSS THE MEANS?” Thompson
said both sonnets took months to

In both sonnets, Thompson reveals something about himself and
his parents by writing about those
who came before them.
One of Thompson’s favorite
lines in “ON OUR BIRTHDAY,
MALCOLM X & I DISCUSS THE
MEANS” is “Any so called Negro or
Nigga or Black Hope, / To remain
alive, must first figure his place /
Amongst his people . . .” This line
helped Thompson set the stage for
his sonnet, which in part explores
what it means to stay alive as a Black
man. He finalized this sonnet with
the help of BLKMAKE and several
editors at Sunset Press, Kenyon’s
undergraduate-run independent publishing press.
Moreta’s published poem is titled
“EVERY NIGHT IS A TRIBUTE.”
This poem, Moreta said, is inspired
by the transition period after his
first year of college, when coming back home felt disorienting and
lonely. Throughout this poem, there
are allusions to nighttime and the

“So much of the time,

Tariq Thompson | COURTESY OF TARIQ THOMPSON

we are just trying to be
us and ourselves. We just
are. No interpretations,
no sociological articles,
no academic studies, no
graphics — we just are.”
-Edward Moreta Jr. ’22
write, and were completed with the
help of Moreta, along with Thompson’s partner, Gabrielle Bing ’19.
The three are part of a group called
BLKMAKE, where Thompson says
they “talk to one another constantly
about life and writing; we’re always,
always bouncing ideas off of one
another, always laughing with one
another.”
Both of Thompson’s poems were
inspired by his obsession with the
number 19. “My parents and I were
all born on the nineteenth of our respective months, and shared birthdays with some pretty wild people
— Barry Jenkins for my mom, Suge
Knight and Etheridge Knight for my
dad, and Malcolm X and Lorraine
Hansberry for myself,” Thompson
said. Poet Morgan Parker’s view on
incorporating the past into her poetry spoke to Thompson. In the VS
podcast episode “Morgan Parker VS.
Now,” Parker says, “[I’m] feeling like
so much of myself is built because
of these folks — just realizing that
I have years and centuries to build
from. I don’t need to define myself
by what I can see. You know what I
mean.”

colors black and blue. Moreta said
that the imagery stemmed from his
view standing outside of his father’s
house on a hill, watching the sky as
it turned from dusk into night. After
constantly evolving his work over the
span of a year, Moreta finalized the
poem this May.
Moreta’s favorite line in “EVERY
NIGHT IS A TRIBUTE” is “niggas
/ is just niggas.” “So much of the
time, we are just trying to be us and
ourselves. We just are. No interpretations, no sociological articles,
no academic studies, no graphics
— we just are,” he explained. Moreta’s favorite line becomes a thread
throughout the poem, which ends
with, “when a rainbow unravels all of
its colors / it ain’t even have me.”
Thompson and Moreta are already
busy with new projects. Currently,
Moreta is working on an experimental rap project and his poetry collection, while Thompson is working
on his debut chapbook with Sunset
Press, which is tentatively titled How
Could I Be Lonely?
Thompson’s and Moreta’s published pieces can be found on theadroitjournal.com

Edward Moreta Jr. | COURTESY OF EDWARD MORETA JR.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

During pandemic,
the admin cannot
afford to keep us
in the dark
Throughout the pandemic, the Kenyon administration has returned to a
particular mantra: “We are a ll in this
together.” There is truth in this; in order to keep the entire Gambier communit y safe, each of us must do ever y thing
in our power to protect ourselves from
the virus.
But in recent days, the issue of transparency regarding COVID-19’s presence (or lack thereof ) on campus brings
this notion into question; if the College
is not giving the communit y the full
picture, can we rea lly be “a ll in this together”?
Senior staff insist the COVID-19
Dashboard provides information that is
fully accurate and up to date, but the
anonymous tip the Collegian received
this week suggests other wise.
Though we understand that the College does not want to cause panic, at
this point, the pandemic has been part
of daily life for six months — panic is
nothing new. We a lso understand that,
due to privacy laws, there are some details the College cannot revea l. But instead of keeping the communit y ca lm,
the lack of concrete information regarding COVID-19 at Kenyon has had
the opposite effect: Students are fearful,
and have more questions than ever. The
Dashboard merely gives the appearance
of transparency rather than providing
actua l answers.
We understand the need to protect
patients’ privacy, and would never ask
that the College release anyone’s name
or persona l information because of a
test result. However, there are ways to
keep the communit y better informed by
providing more details and minimizing
the use of confusing language. Do not
just tell us that a case is “unusua l.” Tell
us why.
Many college and universit y administrations have failed to protect their
students, facult y and staff during the
pandemic. But we believe Kenyon has
an opportunit y to avoid similar missteps — as long as the administration
can commit to not leaving our communit y in the dark.
We at the Collegian ca ll on Kenyon’s
senior staff to, quite simply, do better.
Af ter a ll, we are a ll in this together.

The staf f editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Mae Hunt ’21
and Evey Weisblat ’21, managing editor Sophie Krichevsky ’21 and executive director Elizabeth Stanley ’21. You
can contact them at hunt1@kenyon.edu,
weisblat1@kenyon.edu, krichevsky1@kenyon.edu and stanley2@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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A slap on the wrist won’t keep students safe
MIKAYLA CONNOLLY
ARTS EDITOR

The majority of us have been
trying our best to follow the College’s COVID-19 guidelines: social distancing, wearing masks,
not allowing guests in our dorms
and using Peirce Dining Hall’s
“grab-and-go” system. Now that
some of these guidelines have
loosened as the two-week “quiet
period” of quarantining is over, a
false sense of normalcy has begun
to set in among students. Many
are taking advantage of this by
throwing parties or wearing their
masks as a chin strap while walking down Middle Path.
If Kenyon wants to avoid an
outbreak on campus, they need
to start punishing those who are
breaking the rules and publicizing what those punishments
could be so that they are clear.
As much as we want to trust
our community, it’s inevitable
that the more normal life feels,
the more people are going to ignore restrictions. If this kind of
negligence continues, there is
no question that an outbreak
will occur. Large parties will become more frequent, and the
use of masks and social distancing protocols will be seen as less
important. People will think that
if there hasn’t been an outbreak
on campus yet, there won’t be
one at all. The school needs to
enforce their policies regarding
COVID-19 more rigorously and
impose concrete punishments
for those straight-out refusing to
abide by school policy.
Kenyon has specifically stated
they prefer to rely on collective
accountability rather than polic-

ing mask-wearing. The issue with
this is that if those on campus
aren’t facing real punishment,
they are less likely to care about
following the rules. Therefore,
there needs to be some sort of
repercussion for those blatantly
refusing to wear a mask or social
distancing. If a party of over 10
people is shut down by Campus
Safety, those involved should get a
warning, with their names noted.
If another party of theirs is discovered, there should be grounds
for suspension. The penalty system should begin with warnings,
with expulsion or even legal action being the last options.
I want to be clear that, most
of the time, when someone isn’t
wearing a mask outside, it’s not
because they are actively trying
to disregard COVID-19 health
and safety guidelines. Rather,
they might believe that not wearing a mask on Middle Path isn’t
going to spread the virus. An
email and posting on the school’s
website with a clear headline like
“COVID-19 Policy Reminders”
will help to ensure that all people
walking on Middle Path know
to wear a mask. As for those flatout refusing to follow the rules, a
punishment should be in place.
Students will throw parties no
matter what, but punishments
may at least curb massive ones
where the risk of spreading the
virus is exponentially higher. If
the administration makes it clear
that there will be punishments,
students may be more careful
when they have social events.
In suggesting that the administration institute some sort
of penalty system for students

actively ignoring COVID-19
guidelines, I understand there is
a concern that punishments may
be taken too far. Indeed, some
schools are burdening students
with overly harsh punishments
for not obeying guidelines. Last
week, 11 students were suspended
for the fall semester from Northeastern University for breaking social distancing guidelines.
These students paid $36,500 for
the semester and will not be refunded. While students do have a
responsibility to follow guidelines
as best they can, Northeastern’s
punishment was far too harsh,
and students should not be forced
to pay for an education they did
not receive.
The students at Northeastern
didn’t even have a full understanding of what the repercussions might be if they weren’t
social distancing. Colleges reopened during a tumultuous
time thinking that they could
trust thousands of young adults,
arguably the most irresponsible
age group, to handle the stressors
of going to school in the middle of
a pandemic.
In order to ensure that students do not act recklessly, the
College should make clear the exact repercussions that will come
of breaking the rules. Moreover,
in addition to instituting penalties
for students on campus actively
breaking COVID-19 guidelines,
the administration should also
work with the Village to see that
the wider Gambier community
adheres to similar expectations.
I have had a number of interactions at Gambier businesses in
which residents failed to properly

follow COVID-19 regulations —
wearing their masks below the
nose being the most common.
Obviously, the school cannot
reprimand Village residents who
refuse to follow the rules in the
same way they reprimand students. Instead, I would suggest
keeping boxes of masks in public
spaces, so those visiting or not affiliated directly with Kenyon may
be able to grab one easily. If Kenyon wants to avoid an outbreak
on campus, they should be working hand-in-hand with Gambier
businesses to ensure that they
are doing everything they can to
maintain safe practices. That dialogue needs to be open and direct,
and, from what I’ve seen, I doubt
it even exists at this moment in
time. Starting one needs to be a
priority.
The responsibility of preventing an outbreak on campus can’t
be placed solely on students; it
should be a shared responsibility between students, administration, faculty and Gambier residents. But Kenyon needs to step
up and impose punitive measures
for those on campus who refuse
to follow guidelines, and make
those punishments exceptionally clear. Otherwise, residents on
campus will continue to take advantage of loosened restrictions
and increase the risk of spreading
COVID-19, with no punishment
to deter them.
Mikayla Connolly ’23 is an
English major from Hazlet, N.J.
You can contact her at connolly1@
kenyon.edu.

The College compels students to obey guidelines as testing slows. | REID STAUTBERG
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Making friends as a first-year student is harder than ever
OCEAN WEI
CONTRIBUTOR

B efore b e c om i ng a c olle ge s t udent , I w a s sub je c te d to c on s t a nt c ompl a i nt s a b out t he s t r u g g le s
of “ Z o om Un iver sit y ” f rom
my u nder g r adu ate f r iend s .
T he y told me f u n ny s tor ie s
a b out for ge t t i ng to t u r n of f
t he m ic rophone or b ei ng
d i s t r ac te d by p e t s du r i ng
c l a s s . I n t he end , my f r iend s
u na n i mou s ly a g re e d on t he
d i f f ic u lt y of c onc ent r at i ng
on s c ho olwork w h i le b ei ng
s t uc k at home .
My hou s ehold wou ld n’t
e x ac t ly prov ide t he mo s t
s t a ble a nd supp or t ive env iron ment for le a r n i ng , s o I
w a s g r atef u l for t he opp ort u n it y to s t udy i n p er s on
t h i s f a l l . A f ter t he i n it i a l
we ek of b e t t i ng on w hen we
wou ld b e s ent home , I s lowly s e t t le d i nto my ne w re a lit y : C ol le ge w a s ac t u a l ly
h app en i ng.
T he bu rden of m a k i ng
c on ne c t ion s s hou ld n’t f a l l
on ne w s t udent s or s t udent or ga n i z at ion s a lone ;
t he ad m i n i s t r at ion s hou ld
m a k e a c on s c iou s ef for t to
c re ate more s o c i a l ly d i s t a nc e d , i n-p er s on prog r a m s

a nd pr ior it i z e t he ment a l
wel l-b ei ng of a l l s t udent s ,
f ac u lt y a nd s t a f f . It i s my
hop e t h at t he C ol le ge w i l l
s t reng t hen c om mu n ic at ion
b e t we en t he ad m i n i s t r at ion a nd s t udent s a nd c ont i nue to prov ide s pac e s for
s t udent s to bu i ld me a n i ngf u l rel at ion s h ips , e s p e c i a l ly
for h i s tor ic a l ly u nder re p re s ente d g roups w ho m ig ht
fe el a l ienate d mov i ng f rom
a more c o smop ol it a n a re a to
here on t he H i l l .
T he c l a s s of 2 02 4 s te pp e d
onto M idd le Pat h a s a g roup
of s o c i a l ly de pr ive d a nd
touc h-s t a r ve d you ng adu lt s
w ho ne e de d c on ne c t ion s
l i k e f i s h ne e d w ater. S ome
s t udent s h ad a l re ady e s t a b l i s he d rel at ion s h ips w it h
c l a s sm ate s t h rou g h s o c i a l
me d i a a nd g roup c h at s b e fore or ient at ion; t he y gave
“a i r hu gs” to e ac h ot her a nd
ac te d l i k e old f r iend s up on
a r r iv a l on c a mpu s . S ome
s t udent s were memb er s of
s p or t s te a m s a nd qu ic k ly
s e t t le d i nto a n e s t a bl i s he d
c om mu n it y. But s ome s t udent s , w ho were p erh aps
not t he mo s t e x t rover te d
a nd h ad l it t le to no c on ne ct ion s pr ior to move -i n, felt
lo s t i n t h i s s t r a nge ne w env i ron ment .

I u n for t u nately b elonge d
to t he l at ter g roup. We h ad
na ively hop e d t h at t he lone l i ne s s a nd fe el i ng of i s ol at ion wou ld d i s sipate a f ter
a fe w we ek s or mont h s , but
we were w rong. I c a me out
of lo c kdow n w a nt i ng not hi ng more t h a n to hu g a l l of
my h ig h s c ho ol f r iend s , but
i n s te ad , fou nd my s el f i n
t he m idd le of end le s s c or nf ield s i n r u r a l Oh io, aw ay
f rom my supp or t s y s tem for
t he f i r s t t i me i n ye a r s . Fort u nately, t he c h ao s of 2 02 0
h a s t r a i ne d me to k e e p i n
touc h w it h f r iend s t h rou g h
I n s t a g r a m d i re c t me s s a ge s
a nd Z o om c a l l s . But e ven
t he d a i ly c a l l s d id not e a s e
my i n it i a l a n x ie t y a b out
m a k i ng f r iend s i n c ol le ge .
Pe ople h ad told me t h at
t he f i r s t c ouple of we ek s
were t he e a sie s t t i me to
m a k e f r iend s: Ever yone
wou ld b e ju s t a s de s p er ate
a s I w a s . T h i s pre s su re w a s
s omehow more de t r i ment a l
to my ment a l he a lt h t h a n
my s low prog re s s i n bu i ldi ng f r iend s h ips . T he l ac k of
i n-p er s on e vent s a nd gat her i ngs d id not help, t hou g h
I u nder s t a nd t he ne c e s s a r y
pre c aut ion s to prote c t pub l ic he a lt h . T he ad m i n i s t r at ion a r r a nge d v i r t u a l e vent s

du r i ng or ient at ion, but due
to d i f ferent le vel s of f a m i li a r it y w it h s o c i a l me d i a a nd
te c h nolog y, s ome s t udent s
d id n’t h ave ac c e s s to t he
i n for m at ion a b out t he act iv it ie s .
A s t he f i r s t ye a r s move
i nto t he s eme s ter, t he re s p on sibi l it y of e vent pl a nn i ng h a s f a l len l a r gely on
s t udent or ga n i z at ion s . I
at tende d v i r t u a l f a i r s a nd
Z o om i ntere s t me e t i ngs for
c lub s a nd ac t iv it ie s , but t he
m a ny i nc onven ienc e s t h at
c ome w it h me e t i ng p e ople
t h rou g h a s c re en c ompl ic ate d t he pro c e s s of bu i ldi ng aut hent ic c on ne c t ion s .
Ne ver t hele s s , I de e ply ap pre c i ate d t he upp erc l a s s
s t udent s w ho were s y mpat he t ic to ou r sit u at ion a s
f i r s t ye a r s a nd re ac he d out
to u s w it h g u id a nc e a nd
supp or t . I re c og n i z e t h at
we a re i n t h i s toge t her : Ever yone , on or of f c a mpu s , i s
bat t l i ng s ome for m of adver sit y.
It i s h a rd to sm i le t h rou g h
you r m a s k . It i s h a rd to
s t a r t a c onver s at ion i n c l a s s
w hen t he ne a re s t p er s on i s
at le a s t si x fe e t aw ay. It i s
h a rd to r a ndom ly appro ac h
s ome one a nd s t a r t a c onvers at ion . I que s t ion how muc h

of t he h a s s le i s due to my
s o c i a l aw k w a rd ne s s r at her
t h a n t he l i m it at ion s of t h i s
pa ndem ic . But e ver yone (or
mo s t of u s , a ny w ay) s h a re s
t he s t r u g g le of m a k i ng c onne c t ion s to s ome de g re e .
Ju s t l i k e how we s c a rc ely
s e e s ome one’s l i fe ac c u r ate ly ref le c te d on s o c i a l me d i a ,
we c a n not i n fer how p e ople
re a l ly fe el a b out a s o c i a l situ at ion .
Had it not b e en for my
lovely f r iend s , my or ient at ion g roup a nd Mox ie , w ho
pl aye d w i ng m a n a nd c re ate d opp or t u n it ie s for a s hy
f i r s t-ye a r s t udent l i k e me
to s t r i k e up c onver s at ion s ,
my f i r s t c ouple of we ek s at
Kenyon wou ld h ave b e en
d r a s t ic a l ly d i f ferent . It i s
c om for t i ng to h ave s ome one to w ave to w h i le w a l ki ng dow n M idd le Pat h — s o
ne x t t i me you s e e a not her
s t udent lo ok i ng a l it t le lo s t ,
s top a nd s ay, “ h i!” M ay b e
you’ l l m a k e a ne w f r iend . It
i s more i mp or t a nt now t h a n
e ver to bu i ld a supp or t s y s tem a nd lo ok out for one a not her.
O c e a n We i ’ 2 4 i s a n u n declared major from Beij i n g , C h i n a /S t . L o u i s , M o .
Yo u c a n c o n t a c t t h e m a t
wei2@kenyon.edu.

In life’s most uncertain moments, find comfort in the present
ELENA PETRON
CONTRIBUTOR

A lber t Ca mus, in his ess ay “ T h e My t h of S i s y phu s ,”
w r i t e s , “ W h a t I k n ow, w h a t i s
c e r t a i n , w h a t I c a n n o t d e n y,
what I cannot reject — this is
w h a t c o u nt s .” I n t a k i n g t h i s
f u r t h e r, I b e l i e v e i n t h e f a c e
of t he unk now n, it is necessar y to root ourselves and f ind
comfort in that which is irref utably true: t he cer taint y of
now. T h i s fe e l s e ve n m or e p e rtinent as we live t hrough COV I D -19.
I r u n p r a c t i c a l l y e v e r y d a y.
And, when I run, I inevitably
encounter t he miles and moments when I begin to question
myself — when I feel too tired,
when the time and distance
lef t to go feels too long. I combat t h is sel f-doubt by f i nd i ng
comfort in what lies ahead: the
patch of shade around the next
c o r n e r, t h e m e r e t w o m i l e s l e f t
to go.
In my hometown in Connecticut, at the top of the hill
on Sport Hill Road, one can eit her go straight or turn right.
Straight goes back towards t he
t o w n ’s c e n t e r ; r i g h t g o e s o u t
into t he woods. I of ten run
past t his intersection, and
a lways go straight. But, last

F r i d a y, t h e r o a d o n t h e o t h er side of the hill was closed
due to construction. I had to
go right, or turn around. I was
fairly conf ident t hat turning
right wou ld lead me to anot her route t hat wou ld eventua l ly
ta ke me home. I turned right.
Af ter I turned down t his unf a m i l i a r r o a d , h ow e v e r, s e l fdoubt crept in. I could not
comfort myself in the ways I
was accustomed. There were
no past experiences to refer back to, to f ind solace in.
What resulted of my inabilit y
to sel f-soot he a nd sel f-mot ivate was both fear and anxie t y. F e a r c a m e f r o m b e i n g i n
a completely unrecognizable
area. Anxiety came from the
lack of control I had over what
was to come.
In heeding Ca mus’ adv ice,
and in an effort to combat the
f e a r a n d a n x i e t y, I r o o t e d m yself in what was certain: that
which was immediately in
front of me — t he river t hat
f lowed t hrough t he woods to
my lef t, the white farmhouse
to my right, t he patches of
light t hat fel l onto t he black
top, t he smell of honeysuck le
t hat must ’ve been pla nted i n
a g a r d e n n e a r b y. I p a i d a t t e n tion to all that I could see in
front of me, to a l l t hat I cou ld
sense around me and to noth-

ing else. W hile uncer taint y
lay a head, I looked out into
the beauty of the ver y certain
present. There was profound
comfort to be found in the
now.
The anxiety began to fade. I
eventua l ly found myself somewhere I could recognize, and
soon I was home.
In ref lecting, I have found
t hat to r u n somewhere I d id n’t
k now feels similar to what it
means to live through the unc e r t a i n t y o f C OV I D -19. T h e r e
i s no w ay to fa st-t r ac k to a
more familiar life. There is no
way to gauge what is to come.
Ye t t o l i v e i n a p e r p e t u a l s t a t e
o f f e a r a n d a n x i e t y, i m p a t i e n tly waiting for the end, is no
way to live.
While
individual
experie n c e s m a y v a r y, l i f e b e f o r e t h e
pandemic at least felt famili a r, e v e n i f i t w a s n’t q u i t e a s
cer tain as continuing straight
down Spor t Hill Road. W hen
sel f-doubt a rose, a s it wa s
bound to do, we could f ind
comfort in hope for the future.
Now t hat hope is especia lly
difficult to find.
As we run down t his road
we d o n o t k n ow, we mu s t f i gu re out how to cope a nd sel fmotivate in entirely dif ferent
ways than we have before. The
a lternat ive is to live in a per-

petual state of displeasure.
I have come to f ind, as I did
o n m y r u n t h a t d a y, t h a t t h e
b e s t w ay t o d o t h i s i s b y l o o king at where we are and f inding meaning in what is now —
in the river that runs to our
lef t, in the white farmhouse
to our right. The best way to
get through this stretch of uncer tain road is to put Ca mus’
w o r d s i n t o p r a c t i c e . We m u s t
focus on what counts, what we
cannot reject, what we cannot
d e n y.
Let go of the idea that there
shou ld be any cer taint y and a llow t he river to pass as we simu ltaneously enjoy t he sound
o f i t s w a t e r r u s h i n g b y. W h i l e
we c a n’t choose ou r c i rc u mstances, we can choose how we
p e r c e i v e t h e m . We c a n c h o o s e
to look up in an effort to turn
a w a y f r o m f e a r a n d a n x i e t y.
We c a n f i n d c o m f o r t w h e n w e
choose to f ind beauty in where
we a r e r i g ht n ow, w h e r e ve r t h a t
m a y b e . We c a n c h o o s e t o f i n d
meaning in what is now and
live where we are. And eventually we will end up somewhere
f a m i l i a r.
Elena Petron ’22 is an English and German major from
E a s t o n , C o n n . Yo u c a n c o n t a c t
h e r a t p e t r o n1@ k e n y o n . e d u .
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ALEX GILKEY
Across
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
26
27
32
33
34
39
40
42
43
45
46
47
50
54
55
58
62
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

An economic upturn
Get ___ out of
1973 novel by Toni Morrison
Palindromic girls name
Bring home the ____
Mon____, a high end outerwear line
worn by many a Kenyon student
Morty’s grandpa
Trousers for a Zoom call
The KAC hill could be described as
this
Leave holes in your plant pots for this
One with whom we are all spending
a lot of time
First-day activity
Simply can’t be fixed
Rely on for support
The focus of human biology
Super _____ Bros.
1972 song by Al Green, “____ Stay 		
Together”
The action made when scrolling 		
through a certain dating app
Milk’s favorite cookie
Something college students lack
Undiluted drink
100 centavos
Bring back from unconsciousness
Teeth that many people get removed
A British word equivalent to the 		
American “hook up”
An event or happening
Wear a mask; it _____ lives
Places where very few students actu		
ally are right now
____ and take
Trig.’s perplexing cousin
A fancy outfit, or the thing you do ev
ery morning
Divisible by two
Inspires feelings of wonder
2016 book about rural Ohio, Hillbilly
_____
The ‘eat’ in cardinal directions

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
35
36
37
38
41
44
48
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
59
60
61
63
64

Gathering places where few students
on campus are allowed to go
“I’ve got that covered”
First word of many fairy tales
Clear up
Core muscles
Uncooked
Found a surreptitiously hidden 		
Smirnoff
To fly above
Necessarily require
In short supply
Funny bone’s nerve
“He really ___ himself __”
Backsides, in Manchester
We have a grove of them
___ Band
Rooms mainly in the Science Quad
Facial expressions showing displea		
sure
Problems or misfortunes
A roll for an old movie
____ My Professor
Farewell in Paris
Go around or avoid
Lender to a homebuyer
Length times width
“Save me a ____!”
The void in Swiss cheese
____ A Sketch
Pokes or jabs
Make an appearance, perhaps
_ __ in Idaho
Modern witchcraft practice
A spouse’s parent
Libra’s symbol
The ‘Ds’ of CDs
Christmas in Quebec
A type of bag frequently emblazoned
with The New Yorker logo
‘Long live’ in Spain
Dec. 24 and 31, notably
Dropped off in the mailbox
Peirce has a quirky selection of this
drinking vessel
“I ___ with my little eye”

REILLY WIELAND
CROSSWORD EDITOR

ETHAN BONNELL
CONTRIBUTOR

CROSSWORD

Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your
finished crossword to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com.
You can also complete it online at
https://crosswordhobbyist.com/835199/Crossword-916.
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NFL begins regular season; most teams leave fans at home

TATI GROSS
STAFF WRITER

Cardboard cutouts, teddy
bears and digital stand-ins: To
sports fans across the country, these have become the new
normal, filling the stands and
bleachers of every big game.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic reached the United States
in late February and temporarily
shut down live sports, every professional sports league has had to
work with new restrictions. So
far, each league has decided to
play without fans in attendance.
The NBA, MLS and NHL have
successfully implemented isolated campuses in order to minimize exposure. The MLB chose
to play out the remainder of their
season as planned. So where does
the NFL stand?
The 2020 NFL season began on
Thursday, Sept. 10, when defending Super Bowl LIV champions
the Kansas City Chiefs defeated
the Houston Texans. Across the
country, 20 million fans tuned
in from laptops and big screens,
wondering how the pandemic
will affect how the NFL operates. The NFL is unique in allowing each of its 32 teams and local
officials to decide if fans can attend their home games. Teams
will travel to opposing stadiums
for away games as they normally
would.
Some teams such as the Arizona Cardinals, the Baltimore
Ravens, the Cincinnati Bengals
and the Denver Broncos have established a wait-and-see policy:
The teams released statements
that said they will be working
with state officials and adhering
to local, state, Center for Disease
Control and NFL guidelines in
order to have fans attend games
in-person.
While there are simple answers for most fans who are

All NFL stadiums will remain empty, excluding Arrowhead Stadium and TIAA Bank Field. | VIA PIXABAY.COM
watching from home, it looks
a little different for the players
themselves. On the Tuesday
ahead of Week 1, the NFL and
the National Football League
Players Association (NFLPA)
announced players’ testing results from Aug. 30 to Sept. 5. Of
the 44,510 tests administered
to a total of 8,349 players, plus
team personnel, one player and
seven personnel tested positive for COVID-19, making the
combined positive testing rate
across the league far below one

percent.
Players who test positive and
those who have come into contact with them are placed on a
Reserve/COVID-19 list. In order
to return to play, players must
receive two negative tests within
24 hours of one another, agree to
increased symptom monitoring
and experience eight days of daily
virus testing. Players may also be
fined for “reckless behavior away
from the team facility,” such as
attending an indoor entertainment event or club without wear-

ing a mask.
Athletes who did not want
to participate in the 2020 season were able to opt-out before
Aug. 6. Some players who opted
out include Dont’a Hightower of
the New England Patriots, Eddie
Goldman of the Chicago Bears,
Marquise Goodwin of the Philadelphia Eagles and Nate Solder of
the New York Giants.
As for fans, only two teams,
the Kansas City Chiefs and the
Jacksonville Jaguars, have elected
to allow fans in a reduced capac-

ity to ensure social distancing.
They are requiring fans to wear
masks at all times.
At Thursday night’s game
in Kansas City, fans filled only
about 22 percent of Arrowhead
Stadium’s seating capacity. For
now, the remaining stadiums are
featuring piped-in crowd noise
during games and either pre-recorded or remote performances
of the National Anthem. Stands
will be empty for most upcoming
games — but, as of Sept. 15, none
have been postponed or canceled.

After tumultuous summer, Messi will remain at Barcelona
CALEB NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER

After a disappointing season for FC
Barcelona and speculation that the star
was on his way out, Lionel Messi, one of
the greatest soccer players of all time, will
continue to play for the club. Messi has
never played professional soccer for another team; he first signed for Barcelona
in 2001 at the age of 13.
La Liga, the men’s top professional
football division of the Spanish football
league system, resumed play on June 11
after a four-month hiatus due to the coronavirus. At the time of the restart, Barcelona sat in first place, just two points
ahead of Real Madrid C.F. In the final 11
matches of the season, however, Barcelona struggled. At the culmination of the
season, Messi’s squad saw their rival Real
Madrid take home the trophy. Barcelona
finished second, five points behind.
On Aug. 14, Barcelona lost 8-2 against
FC Bayern Münich in the quarter-finals
of the UEFA Champions League, Europe’s top club competition. Days later,

Barcelona fired their manager: “We have
hit rock bottom,” said Barcelona defender Gerard Piqué after the match. “We are
not on the right path.”
Realizing that his team was not headed in the right direction, Messi told Barcelona on Aug. 25 that he wanted to leave
the club when his contract expired after
the 2019-2020 season. However, his contract stated that he needed to declare before June 10 that he planned to depart.
Normally, this deadline is well after the
conclusion of this season but, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the season went
deep into the summer. At the time, Messi argued that he didn’t want to declare
his decision in the midst of a Champions
League run, and that he should be allowed to leave. Barcelona viewed the situation differently.
When a player is under contract in
soccer, a new club has to pay a transfer fee
in order to acquire the player’s contract,
and thus the player. Barcelona President Josep Maria Bartomeu continued to
point to the June 10 deadline, stating that
if Messi wanted to leave, he or his new

club would have to pay the transfer fee.
In Messi’s case, the transfer fee was set
for about $823 million. “Now I am going
to continue in the club because the president told me that the only way to leave
was to pay the [fee], and that this is impossible.” Messi said in an interview with
Goal on Sept. 4.
It didn’t matter that Manchester City
F.C., Manchester United F.C., Paris-Saint
Germain F.C. and Inter Milan were interested in Messi — there was no chance
that any of them could afford to pay the
transfer fee.
There is no transfer fee in any of the
major American sports leagues (MLB,
NBA, NFL and the NHL) making any
comparisons to the European soccer
leagues (Bundesliga, La Liga, Ligue 1,
Premier League, Serie A) difficult. Instead of a transfer fee, in American
sports, a trade would occur. However, the
makeup of European soccer and American sports teams are built on similar
principles. Players are constantly in negotiations about their contracts in order
to maximize their earnings, while teams

attempt to minimize their spending costs
so that they can acquire more talent. This
makes it very unlikely that a player will
stay on one team for the duration of their
career.
There are clear examples of this in the
NBA. Michael Jordan, widely considered
the greatest basketball player of all time,
played his first 12 seasons with the Chicago Bulls but joined the Washington
Wizards for the final two years of his career. LeBron James also left the Cleveland
Cavaliers in 2010 in order to give himself
a better chance at winning a title. LeBron’s decision to leave Cleveland paid off,
as he won two titles with the Miami Heat.
Messi wants to leave Barcelona because they have been unable to win the
Champions League, the most important
trophy in European football, since 2015.
But will he leave the club he started with
to go chase another trophy? It’s hard to
say. Messi’s contract is up after this year.
He could leave without any transfer fee
next summer. For now, though, the prodigy has pledged he will remain in Barcelona’s red and blue for one more season.

